
Legal Notices

Copyright © 2016, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Trademark Notice

Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates. Other

names may be trademarks of their respective owners.

License Restrictions, Warranty/Consequential Damages Disclaimer

This software and related documentation are provided under a license agreement con-

taining restrictions on use and disclosure and are protected by intellectual property

laws. Except as expressly permitted in your license agreement or allowed by law,

you may not use, copy, reproduce, translate, broadcast, modify, license, transmit,

distribute, exhibit, perform, publish or display any part, in any form, or by any

means. Reverse engineering, disassembly, or decompilation of this software, unless

required by law for interoperability, is prohibited.

Warranty Disclaimer

The information contained herein is subject to change without notice and is not war-

ranted to be error-free. If you find any errors, please report them to us in writing.

Restricted Rights Notice

If this is software or related documentation that is delivered to the U.S. Government

or anyone licensing it on behalf of the U.S. Government, the following notice is applic-

able:

U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS: Oracle programs, including any operating sys-

tem, integrated software, any programs installed on the hardware, and/or doc-

umentation, delivered to U.S. Government end users are “commercial computer

software” pursuant to the applicable Federal Acquisition Regulation and agency-spe-

cific supplemental regulations. As such, use, duplication, disclosure, modification,

and adaptation of the programs, including any operating system, integrated software,

any programs installed on the hardware, and/or documentation, shall be subject to

license terms and license restrictions applicable to the programs. No other rights are

granted to the U.S. Government.
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Hazardous Applications Notice

This software or hardware is developed for general use in a variety of information management

applications. It is not developed or intended for use in any inherently dangerous applications, includ-

ing applications that may create a risk of personal injury. If you use this software or hardware in

dangerous applications, then you shall be responsible to take all appropriate failsafe, backup,

redundancy, and other measures to ensure its safe use. Oracle Corporation and its affiliates dis-

claim any liability for any damages caused by use of this software or hardware in dangerous applic-

ations.

Third Party Content, Products, and Services Disclaimer

This software or hardware and documentation may provide access to or information on content,

products and services from third parties. Oracle Corporation and its affiliates are not responsible for

and expressly disclaim all warranties of any kind with respect to third-party content, products, and

services. Oracle Corporation and its affiliates will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages

incurred due to your access to or use of third-party content, products, or services.

.
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Oracle Insurance Rules Palette Release Notes

The Oracle Insurance Rules Palette is a standalone application that can be used in conjunction with

Oracle Insurance applications. The Rules Palette allows users to create and configure business rules

that support their business process model. Plans hold related policies that share a set of business

rules, plan rules, requirements, transactions, segments, plan data and plan values. Copybook func-

tionality enables transactions and business rules to be used across multiple plans, leveraging exist-

ing information and reducing configuration time.

These release notes contain the enhancements that were made to the Oracle Insurance Rules

Palette GA release 11.0.0.0, 2016.

Customer Support

For customer support, please visit My Oracle Support: https://support.oracle.com

Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For information,

visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit http://www.or-

acle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing impaired.
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Enhancements in the Oracle Insurance Rules Palette

This section describes enhancements that were made to the Oracle Insurance Rules Palette GA

release 11.0.0.0.

New Business Rules

UnifiedSearch

A new business rule UnifiedSearch is introduced, which combines all the different entity search

mechanisms into single search mechanism. Unified search is available to access from each screen

in OIPA, which improves the navigability across all the screens.

It provides the flexibility to the configuror to alter the default entity, the order of the entities in

the entity drop-down and search criteria against which the entity will be searched.

It provides ‘quick search’ capabilities for more frequently searched entity and attributes that

the user typically searches as the default search criteria. User has the flexibility to go to

advanced search by adding more search criteria to get more refined results.

ShadowClient

A new business rule ShadowClient is introduced which can be used to change the status of the Cli-

ent to shadow. This is an attached rule that enable the configuror to attach the rule to a company

level activity. Processing the transaction to which this business rule is attached shall shadow the cli-

ent. The rule will take a single client GUID or an array of client GUIDs as input and change the

status of the client to shadow. If a single client GUID is passed, then it can be in the form of activity

field or a math variable. Once shadowed, the client will not be visible / search-able.

Enhanced Business Rules

CaseScreen

The CaseScreen rule is modified to provide the ability in OIPA to create a new case and application

using the "Case" option available under Central Add capability.

The rule is modified to include <DisabledStatus> element with CaseStatus and Applic-

ationStatus attributes . This element dictates the combination of case status and application

status codes which would trigger the lock-down of editable field. The configuror will have the

flexibility to dictate whether or not the case fields should lock up based on combination of case

status and application status.
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The <AutomaticCaseNumber> element dictates whether the case number should be generated

automatically or not. If the tag is set to “yes” then the case number shall be generated auto-

matically according to the format set in AutomaticCaseNumber BR.

AssignmentProcessing

AssignmentProcessing rule is enhanced to add a configurable trigger to a rule that can alter the

fund name order behavior to be case sensitive. A new attribute CASESENSITIVE is added to the

<FundAssignmentOrder> element with "Yes/No" values. The CASESENSITIVE attribute is effect-

ive when the <FundAssignmentOrder> value is "FundName".

The rule is modified to include the ability to order allocation funds in an "AllocationValue" order

as the primary sort and a case insensitive fund name order as a secondary sort. "Alloc-

ationValue" refers to the AllocationPercent, PercentInAllocation, AllocationAmount or Alloc-

ationUnits as indicated by the AllocationMethod ("01", "02", "03", "04", "05").

InterestRateCalculation

The InterestRateCalculation rule is modified to include the <MaintainMonthEnd> element with

Yes/No values.

This element will be the trigger that signals to the system alternative anniversary and

monthaversary results that are important to determine leap years and changes to interest

rates.

The element applies to compound and simple interest calculations. The method determines

the leap years is based on a reference date; or interest rate changes that are based on a dur-

ation from a reference date or an anniversary of a reference date.

A new element <CalculationScale> is added to the rule. The value of this new element is any

integer value from 0 to 100. The higher the number, the more decimal places will be given to

"time". In rules where the new element has not been added, the default scale will be 10. This

maintains the current behavior without the user needing to change the configuration.

Release Management

Release packages that have been deployed to a target environment can now be "rolled back,"

i.e., un-deployed from the target environment.

Rules Palette environments can now be given an "IVS Sequence" value in the Web Application

Utility. This value assigns the environment a place in the release management sequence. When

release packages are being deployed to multiple target environments, they must be deployed in

the order specified by each environment's IVS Sequence value.

Release packages are now given a deployment order. Each package must be deployed in the

proper sequence or an error will occur.
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Security

Rules Palette security is now environment-specific, rather than being shard across all environments

and tracks in the same IVS database.

Palette

N/A
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Deprecated Items

CaseScreen Business Rule

To make the case manager and underwriter application specific rather than case specific, the ele-

ments <CM> and <UW> are removed from the CaseScreen rule. The configuror will have to

define these roles in PolicyScreen rule, which the application will pick up from the PolicyScreen rule.
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Technology-Specific Enhancements

Please refer to the 11.0.0.0 version (part number E78460-01) information published in the Tech-

nology Stack section of the Oracle Technology Network (OTN).
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